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ABSTRACT

Objective – Cryptocurrency is growing over time, even being adopted as legal money in a country out there. Besides can be used as money, cryptocurrency also can be used as digital goods to be trade and investment assets. To do some investing in cryptocurrency, there's a need to evaluate the fundamentals and sentiment of that cryptocurrency. This study aims to evaluate cryptocurrency based on the responses of the Twitter user.

Methodology – The Algorithms used in this sentiment analysis study are Support Vector Machine and Naïve Bayes because it's already proven that these two algorithms can give good accuracy and performance and use the CRISP-DM framework for the study flow.

Findings – This research predicts the sentiment for Bitcoin, Ethereum, Binance Coin, Dogecoin, and Ripple using the CRISP-DM method and using Support Vector Machine and Naïve Bayes algorithm.

Novelty – This study uses Bitcoin, Ethereum, Binance Coin, Dogecoin, and Ripple to calculate the sentiment on cryptocurrency using Rapidminer tools.

Limitations - This study uses Bitcoin, Ethereum, Binance Coin, Dogecoin, and Ripple using tools such as rapidminer from social media Twitter.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Investment is an activity to invest capital directly and indirectly with the hope of getting a profit within a certain period. Investment can be made by an individual or a business entity such as a company. There are two types of investments, namely long-term and short-term investments. Short-term investments are investments made in less than three years to obtain the expected profit, while long-term investments are made in more than three years (Paranita 2015). The benefits of investing are achieving financial freedom, increasing wealth, and observing assets from inflation. Examples of investments are stocks, gold, jewelry, property, deposits, insurance, to cryptocurrencies.

Cryptocurrencies are digital assets used as a medium of exchange. Records of individual coin ownership are stored in a general ledger and balance sheet in a database consisting of a series of cryptographic mechanisms (Smith and Kumar 2019). Besides being used as a medium of exchange, cryptocurrency can also invest. Still, it is precarious because the price is very volatile (DeVries 2016).
Figure 1. Top 10 Cryptocurrency with the Biggest Market Caps

Figure 1 is the picture of the ten cryptocurrencies with the largest market cap in the world, consisting of Bitcoin, Ethereum, Binance Coin, Cardano, Tether, Ripple, Solana, Dogecoin, USD Coin, and Polkadot. All of the cryptocurrencies mentioned above are suitable for investment due to their large market and relatively stable prices. However, before someone invests in cryptocurrencies, a review evaluation is needed, and research because the price of cryptocurrencies is strongly influenced by public sentiment and opinion (Brezo and Bringas 2012).

Public opinion is uncontrolled and unrestricted (Asih and Rosit 2018). In other words, public opinion can produce several kinds of traits, such as positive, negative, and neutral. In investing in cryptocurrencies, public opinion and sentiment on a large scale can affect the value of cryptocurrencies (Curse 2016). Public opinion about cryptocurrencies is widely spread on social media, one of which is Twitter.

Twitter is a social media application officially launched on July 13, 2006. The primary function of Twitter is to make a post, news, or short tweet about a news story, an expression of feelings, and an opinion through a website or application on a mobile or smartphone (Arief and Imanuel 2019).

Figure 2. Most Used Social Media Platform

Figure 2 is the picture of the most use of social media in Indonesia. Twitter provides a source of information and discussion space about cryptocurrencies consisting of positive, negative, and neutral sentiments and opinions. For these sentiments and opinions to be used as helpful information, the data must be processed to conclude all Twitter users’ thoughts, namely a sentiment analysis.

Sentiment analysis is a process used to detect and classify opinions and opinions by someone in the form of sentences and words on something that is currently happening and has happened. Sentiment
analysis is divided into two classifications, namely negative and positive sentiment (Arief and Imanuel 2019). In this study, sentiment analysis will be carried out using tweets data in the form of text obtained from Twitter using the Support Vector Machine and Naïve Bayes algorithms. The two algorithms are used to make comparisons or comparisons because they have been proven and can produce reasonable classifications and accuracy values (Prasetya et al., 2021). Due to the many types of cryptocurrencies and their fluctuating prices, this sentiment analysis research was conducted to provide recommendations for cryptocurrencies with the most oversized market caps, especially Bitcoin, Ethereum, Binance Coin, DOGE, and Ripple, based on sentiment analysis that will be carried out.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Cryptocurrency

Cryptocurrency is a digital asset that has a function to be used as a medium of exchange where records of individual coin ownership are stored in ledgers and balance sheets in a database consisting of a series of cryptographic mechanisms (Smith and Kumar 2019). Cryptocurrency is a peer-to-peer (P2P) electronic financial system that allows users to make online payments sent directly from one party to another without going through financial institutions such as banks. Besides being used as a means of payment, cryptocurrency can also be used as an investment tool and a tool for trading digital assets (Abramova and Böhme 2016). Until now, there are more than 10 thousand cryptocurrencies scattered in the world (Cryptocurrency Prices, Charts And Market Capitalizations | CoinMarketCap n.d.).

B. Bitcoin

After the economic crisis that occurred in 2008, a figure called Satoshi Nakamoto created a P2P electronic system called Bitcoin (Monti and Rasmussen 2017). Bitcoin is a decentralized digital asset introduced in 2008 and launched in early 2009. According to experts, the creation of Bitcoin is the need for a financial system where one can make a transaction that is safe and fast without the presence of a third party such as a bank an institution. Institutions that monopolize people's money (Curse 2016). Since the launch of Bitcoin, there have been more than 11,000 cryptocurrencies worldwide. Cryptocurrencies can now be used to buy goods and services; for example, the country of El Salvador has adopted bitcoin as a legal medium of exchange to buy goods and services (Rejeb, Rejeb, and G. Keogh 2021). Bitcoin is believed to be an alternative to the world financial system, whose value is decreasing due to inflation; Bitcoin can also be used as a tool for investment that will be useful in the future (Bouri et al., 2017).

C. Ethereum

Ethereum is a blockchain that can be programmed with its original coin, Ether (What Is Ethereum and How Does It Work? - Coin Journal n.d.). Ethereum is a decentralized cryptocurrency with the symbol code ETH. Ether is not controlled by a government agency or an organization and can be used for investments and payments. Ethereum is the second-largest cryptocurrency after Bitcoin. Blockchain Ethereum is an open-source distributed computing platform that highlights the usefulness of Smart Contracts (scripting). One can quickly write decentralized applications at a significant rate and profit from the distribution gained from Blockchain technology (Susanto 2020).

D. Binance Coin

Binance Coin or BNB is a cryptocurrency created and owned by Binance, which is the largest cryptocurrency trading market in the world (Top Cryptocurrency Exchanges Ranked By Volume | CoinMarketCap n.d.). Binance Coin can be used for investment and as a means of payment and purchase of special cryptocurrencies on the Binance platform. Binance Coin was first launched to the public with 100 million coins, and every four months Coin Burn will be carried out, namely deleting, burning, and destroying 20% of the coins every four months (Binance Coin (BNB) - Crypto Valley Journal n.d.). This is done to maintain the price of Binance Coin and make Binance Coin step up so that the value of the cryptocurrency can increase.
E. Dogecoin

Dogecoin or DOGE is a cryptocurrency launched for a prank referred to as a meme (Chohan 2021). However, when Elon Musk, as CEO of Tesla, mentioned DOGE’s name on his Twitter account, the DOGE price immediately increased by hundreds of percent. THANKS TO ELON MUSK, the DOGE cryptocurrency created as a joke, has become the 10th largest cryptocurrency market cap. DOGE coin is very suitable for investment because it has collaborated with Elon Musk is working on his Blockchain-based project.

F. Ripple

Ripple is a cryptocurrency that uses a decentralized peer-to-peer network that provides digital payment protocols to financial institutions (Widyastuti and Hermanto 2021). Ripple allows unlimited digital money transfers, whether it's sending conventional money in dollars or cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin. The network has its token, which XRP denotes. Based on market capital, XRP is currently the sixth-largest cryptocurrency (Cryptocurrency Prices, Charts And Market Capitalizations | CoinMarketCap n.d.)

G. Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis is a process used to detect and classify opinions and opinions by someone in the form of sentences and words on something that is currently happening and has happened. Sentiment analysis is divided into two classifications, namely negative and positive sentiment. These two sentiments are used to predict sentiment polarity based on data that has been obtained from users or social media users. Textual sentiment analysis is widely used in the scientific area. Still, it is also often used in the business and marketing areas to find out opinions and opportunities that will arise from the public through social media (Arief and Imanuel 2019).

H. Naïve Bayes

Naive Bayes is an algorithm commonly used to perform a statistical classification that can predict a probability of a certain class (Faid, Jasri, and Rahmawati 2019)

\[
P(C_i|X) = \frac{p(X|C_i)p(C_i)}{p(X)}
\]

X = Data with unknown class
Ci = Hypothesis data X Is a specific class
\p(C_i|X) = hypothesis probability based on condition ( posterior probability)\n\p(C_i) = hypothesis probability (prior probability)\n\p(X|C_i) = probability based on condition on the hypothesis\n\p(X) = probability of Ci

I. Support Vector Machine

Support Vector Machine is a standard algorithm often used to perform classification and regression. The Support Vector Machine algorithm has a fundamental principle in linear classification; namely, classification cases can be separated linearly and nonlinearly by adding the kernel concept (Azis, Tangguh Admojo, and Susanti 2020). The hyperplane maximizes the margin and distance between different data classes. The data will then be made into two classifications, namely 1 for positive and -1 for negative.

J. CRISP – DM

The cross-Industry Standard process or CRISP-DM is a standard that is commonly used in conducting a data mining process that is used to solve a general problem starting from a particular business to research on a problem. CRISP - DM has six stages of work, namely (Suhanda, Kurniati, and Norma 2020):

1. Business Understanding phase The first stage, or Business Understanding Phase, is a phase used to understand the core of activity through the point of view of doing a business. In this phase, what will be done is to determine the goals, strategies, and overall needs in achieving the goals to be addressed
2. Data Understanding phase The second stage or Data Understanding Phase is the phase to collect the various data needed to study the data to be understood, which will later be carried out in research (Putra, Johan, and Kaburuan 2019).

3. The data preparation phase The third phase, or Data Preparation Phase, is the phase used to prepare data and select variables to be used in the research that will be used (Putra, Johan, and Kaburuan 2019).

4. Modeling phase The fourth phase, or Modeling Phase, is used to select and determine the technique of the model based on predetermined objectives (Putra, Johan, and Kaburuan 2019).

5. Evaluation phase The fifth phase or evaluation phase is the phase used to evaluate the model used in the study to ensure that the selected model will have the expected level of quality and efficiency (Putra, Johan, and Kaburuan 2019).

6. The deployment phase The sixth phase, or Deployment Phase, is the phase used to provide an overview or visualization of the research report that will be made (Putra, Johan, and Kaburuan 2019).

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A. Business Understanding

This study aims to find the order of cryptocurrencies based on the classification of positive sentiments consisting of Bitcoin, Ethereum, Binance Coin, DOGE, and Ripple. This study will also compare classification algorithms to find the best performance of the classification algorithm, which consists of the Support Vector Machine and Naïve Bayes algorithms.

B. Data Understanding

At this stage, Text Mining will be carried out on Twitter social media using an application called Rapidminer. The data collected through Twitter social media is regarding the cryptocurrencies Bitcoin, Ethereum, Binance Coin, DOGE, and Ripple. This Text Mining process is carried out once a week, starting from August 1, 2021, to August 22, 2021, because the target data to be collected has been achieved. The data is targeted at 7500 because the previous research used as a reference using 3000 data; this study uses 7500 data so that the results obtained are more accurate.

C. Data Preparation

At this stage of research, the data that has been previously collected will be processed and cleaned so that the data is suitable for use. This stage consists of 3 processes, namely:

1) Data Union
   The previously collected data will be combined for each coin in this process.

2) Data Cleansing
   I. Remove URL
      Removing all websites and links in the Text
   II. Remove Non-Alphabet
      Removing all non-alphabet letters in the Text
   III. Remove RT
      Removing all RT in the Text
   IV. Remove Duplicate
      Remove any duplicate data

3) Data Labelling
   I. Extract Sentiment
      Using the VADER algorithm to assign a score or value to a Tweets data that has previously passed the Data Union and Data Cleansing stages.
   II. Labelling Data
Give a label to the data that has previously been given a score or value. A positive label is given to data with a positive score, a negative label to data with a negative score, and a neutral label to data with a score of 0.

III. Remove Neutral Sentiment
Eliminating data with a neutral label because, in this study, there were only two types of classification, namely positive and negative.

D. Modeling
In sentiment analysis, a classification algorithm model will be chosen at this stage, namely the Support Vector Machine and Naïve Bayes algorithms. Confusion Matrix is used to calculate the accuracy and precision of the algorithm.

E. Evaluation
At this stage, the calculations using the Confusion Matrix will be obtained, consisting of accuracy, precision, and recall. The results of each Confusion Matrix from the Support Vector Machine and Naïve Bayes classification algorithms will be compared with cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, Binance Coin, DOGE, and Ripple.

F. Deployment
At this stage, visualization in the form of a Pie Chart and Bar Chart will be displayed of all the data obtained and the results of the classification and performance comparison of the Support Vector Machine and Naïve Bayes algorithms.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Business Understanding Phase
In the first phase of this research, five cryptocurrencies with the largest market cap have been determined, namely Bitcoin, Ethereum, Binance Coin, DOGE, and Ripple, to be used as good assets for investing. The five coins will be sorted from the best to the worst for investment based on the sentiment analysis carried out in this study.

B. Data Understanding Phase
Text Mining will be carried out on the Rapidminer application in the second phase of this research. The following is collecting twitter data which consists of 5 cryptocurrencies, namely Bitcoin, Ethereum, Binance Coin, DOGE, and Ripple. The following are the processes and results at the Data Understanding stage:

![Figure 3. Data Understanding Phase](image-url)
Figure 3 shows the data understanding phase for mining data such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, Binance Coin, DOGE, and Ripple.

Figure 4 is the result of text mining Twitter social media using the Rapid miner application. The data above consists of 3 columns, namely Created at is the date the Twitter comment was made, ID is the ID of the Twitter data type, and Text is the content of the message or sentiment which will be used as the core data in doing sentiment analysis.

C. Data Preparation Phase

The third phase is data preparation which is used to prepare and process data to be ready and suitable for use in research. All the data needed for research will be prepared and processed with the RapidMiner application in the research carried out. The following are the stages of the Data Preparation Phase:

1) Data Union

The first stage in the Data Preparation Phase is Data Union, which aims to unite all data that has previously been in Text Mining periodically into one complete file. This data merge is carried out for each cryptocurrency, for example, merging all BTC data previously in Text Mining.

Figure 5 is the process of the first stage, namely Data Union, which consists of several processes, namely:

I. Nominal to Text

To read the data and prevent any errors

II. Union

The previously collected data will be combined for each coin in this process.
2) Data Cleansing

The second stage in the Data Preparation Phase is Data Cleansing which is used to clean up data or delete the contents of Twitter tweets that are not used in the sentiment analysis process. Here is the process of the Data Clearing stage.

![Figure 6. Data Cleansing](image)

Figure 6 is the process of data cleansing that has a few steps:

I. Remove URL

The first stage in the Data Preparation Phase is the Remove URL used to remove tweets containing a link or URL that a Twitter user usually uses to promote something in the tweet. This is done because a link or URL in the user's tweet cannot perform sentiment analysis.

II. Remove Non-Alphabet

The second stage in the Data Preparation Phase is the Remove Non-Alphabet which removes the signs or symbols contained in a tweet from a Twitter user. This is done because the symbol or punctuation on Twitter is useless or cannot conduct sentiment analysis.

III. Remove RT

The third stage in the Data Preparation phase is Remove RT, which removes the letter RT from a Twitter user's tweet. The letter RT is omitted because it cannot be used in sentiment analysis and will interfere with the accuracy of sentiment analysis.

IV. Remove Duplicate

The fourth stage in the Data Preparation phase is Remove Duplicate, which removes any duplicate or similar data.

![Figure 7. Data Cleansing Results](image)
Figure 7 is the result from Data Cleansing Phase through 4 processes: Remove URL, non-alphabet, RT, and Duplicate.

3) Data Labelling
The third stage in the Data Preparation Phase is Data Labeling. Data that has previously been cleaned through the Data Cleansing stage will be labeled so that sentiment analysis can be carried out. The following is the process of the Data labeling stage:

Figure 8. Data Labelling

Figure 8 is a Data Labelling process that has a few steps:
I. Extract Sentiment
The first process in data labeling is Extracting sentiment using the Vader algorithm. Using the Vader algorithm, all data that has previously been combined and cleaned will be labeled using the Vader algorithm with numbers or values. The following is an example of the results of Data Labeling using the Vader algorithm.

II. Labelling Data
The second process in the Data Labeling stage is Data Labeling, where the previous data that has been assessed and scored by the Vader algorithm will be labeled for neutral, positive, and negative data classification. The following is an example of the results of Labeling Data in the Microsoft Excel application.

Figure 9. Data Labelling

Figure 9 is the result of data labeling using the Microsoft Excel application. Labeling this data is done manually in Microsoft Excel using the IF formula, where if the data is 0, it will be classified as neutral. If the data is above 0, it will be classified as positive. If the data is less than 0, then the data will be classified as negative. The following is an example of data labeling.
III. Remove Netral Sentimen

The third process at the Data labeling stage is eliminating classification with a score of 0 or is included in the neutral classification. This is done because, in this study, only two types of classification are compared, namely positive and negative classifications, so that neutral classifications will be deleted.

D. Modelling Phase

Figure 10. Modelling Phase

Figure 10 is Modeling which is used to select and determine the model that will later be used to achieve the objectives of the previously determined research. The models used in this sentiment analysis research are the Support Vector Machine and the Naïve Bayes. The following is the process at this Modeling Phase:

Figure 11. Text Preprocessing

Figure 11 is part of the sub-process of the Text Processing process; this sub-process has three parts, namely:

1) Case Fold
   Case Fold is used to convert all capital letters into lowercase to not interfere with the weighting of TF-IDF.

2) Tokenize
   Tokenize is used to convert all forms of tweets into text form. Tokenize is also used to break each sentence into word fractions.

3) Filter Stopwords (English)
   The stopwords filter removes all English words that are not standard or abbreviated.

Figure 12. Cross-Validation using SVM
Figures 12 and 13 are training data methods using K-Fold Cross Validation using Support Vector Machine and Naïve Bayes algorithms. At this stage, sentiment analysis will also be carried out using the Support Vector Machine and Naïve Bayes algorithms. The results obtained in this model are accuracy, precision, and recall.

**Evaluation Phase**

The fifth phase is an evaluation used to evaluate the modeling phase results that have previously been carried out by conducting data training using K-Fold Cross Validation using the Support Vector Machine and Naïve Bayes algorithms. The modeling results will be obtained in accuracy, precision, and recall. The following is the result of the confusion matrix consisting of accuracy, precision, and recall of cryptocurrencies Bitcoin, Ethereum, Binance Coin, DOGE, and Ripple:

1) **Bitcoin**

![Confusion Matrix using SVM on Bitcoin](image)

Figure 14 shows the results of the Confusion Matrix calculations for Bitcoin cryptocurrency on the Support Vector Machine algorithm consisting of accuracy, precision (positive and negative classes), and recall (positive and negative classes. From Figure 4.21 above, it can be seen that the results of accuracy are 78.59%, the precision in the positive class is 78.59%, the precision in the negative class is 0%, the recall in the positive class is 100%, and the recall in the negative class is 0%.

![Confusion Matrix using Naive Bayes on Bitcoin](image)

Figure 15 shows the results of the Confusion Matrix calculations for Bitcoin cryptocurrency on the Naïve Bayes algorithm, which consists of accuracy, precision (positive and negative classes), and recall (positive and negative classes. From Figure 4.22 above, it can be seen that the results of accuracy are 83.81%, the precision in the positive class is 87.34%, the precision in the negative class is 65.87%, the recall in the positive class is 92.86%, and the recall in the negative class is 50.61%.

2) **Ethereum**
Figure 16 shows the results of the Confusion Matrix calculation for Ethereum cryptocurrency on the Support Vector Machine algorithm consisting of accuracy, precision (positive and negative classes), and recall (positive and negative classes. From Figure 4.24 above, it can be seen that the results of accuracy are 77.93%, the precision in the positive class is 77.93%, the precision in the negative class is 0%, the recall in the positive class is 100%, and the recall in the negative class is 0%

Figure 17 shows the results of the Confusion Matrix calculations for Ethereum cryptocurrency on the Naïve Bayes algorithm, which consists of accuracy, precision (positive and negative classes), and recall (positive and negative classes. From Figure 4.25 above, it can be seen that the results of accuracy are 84.67%, the precision in the positive class is 88.31%, the precision in the negative class is 66.38%, the recall in the positive class is 92.57%, and the recall in the negative class is 56.74%

3) Binance Coin

Figure 18 shows the results of the Confusion Matrix calculation for the Binance Coin cryptocurrency on the Support Vector Machine algorithm consisting of accuracy, precision (positive and negative classes), and recall (positive and negative classes. From Figure 4.27 above, it can be seen that the results of accuracy are 92.02%, the precision in the positive class is 92.02%, the precision in the negative class is 0%, the recall in the positive class is 100%, and the recall in the negative class is 0%

Figure 19 shows the results of the Confusion Matrix calculation for the Binance Coin cryptocurrency on the Naïve Bayes algorithm consisting of accuracy, precision (positive and negative classes), and recall (positive and negative classes. From Figure 4.28 above, it can be seen that the results of accuracy are 92.67%, the precision in the positive class is 95.82%, the
precision in the negative class is 54.24%, the recall in the positive class is 96.22%, and the recall in the negative class is 51.61%

4) DOGE

Figure 20 shows the results of the Confusion Matrix calculation for DOGE cryptocurrency on the Support Vector Machine algorithm consisting of accuracy, precision (positive and negative classes), and recall (positive and negative classes. From Figure 4.30 above, it can be seen that the results of accuracy are 86.61%, the precision in the positive class is 86.61%, the precision in the negative class is 0%, the recall in the positive class is 100%, and the recall in the negative class is 0%

5) Ripple

Figure 22 shows the results of the Confusion Matrix calculation for Ripple cryptocurrency on the Support Vector Machine algorithm consisting of accuracy, precision (positive and negative classes), and recall (positive and negative classes. From Figure 4.33 above, it can be seen that the results of accuracy are 72.85%, the precision in the positive class is 72.85%, the precision in the negative class is 0%, the recall in the positive class is 100%, and the recall in the negative class is 0%
Figure 23 shows the results of the Confusion Matrix calculation for Ripple cryptocurrency on the Naïve Bayes algorithm consisting of accuracy, precision (positive and negative classes), and recall (positive and negative classes). From Figure 23 above, it can be seen that the results of accuracy are 85.56%, the precision in the positive class is 90.59%, the precision in the negative class is 45.28%, the recall in the positive class is 93%, and the recall in the negative class is 37.5%.

F. Deployment Phase

From Figure 24, it can be seen that the comparison of accuracy given by SVM is 78.59%, and Naïve Bayes is 83.81%. Precision in the positive class given by SVM is 78.59%, and Naïve Bayes is 87.34%. The negative class precision given by SVM is 0%, and Naïve Bayes is 65.87%. SVM's positive class recall is 100%, Naive Bayes is 92.86%, negative class recalls on SVM is 0%, and Naive Bayes is 50.61%. This calculation shows that of the 5 Confusion Matrix SVM calculations, 1 is superior in the positive class recall, and Naïve Bayes is superior to four inaccuracies, positive class precision, negative class precision, and negative class recall.
From figure 25, it can be seen that the comparison of accuracy given by SVM is 77.93%, and Naïve Bayes is 86.67%. Precision in the positive class given by SVM is 77.93%, and Naïve Bayes is 88.31%. The negative class precision given by SVM is 0%, and Naïve Bayes is 68.38%. SVM's positive class recall is 100%, Nave Bayes is 92.57%, negative class recalls on SVM is 0%, and Nave Bayes is 56.74%. In the Confusion Matrix calculation above, it can be seen that SVM excels 1 in the calculation of positive class recall, and Naïve Bayes excels 4 in the calculation of accuracy, positive class precision, negative class precision, and negative class recall.

From figure 26, it can be seen that the comparison of accuracy given by SVM is 92.02%, and Naïve Bayes is 92.67%. Precision in the positive class given by SVM is 92.02%, and Naïve Bayes is 95.82%. The negative class precision given by SVM is 0%, and Naïve Bayes is 54.24%. SVM's positive class recall is 100%, Nave Bayes is 96.22%, negative class recalls on SVM is 0%, and Nave Bayes is 51.61%. In the Confusion Matrix calculation above, it can be seen that SVM excels 1 in the calculation of positive class recall, and Naïve Bayes excels 4 in the calculation of accuracy, positive class precision, negative class precision, and negative class recall.
Figure 27. Comparison Chart with SVM and Naive Bayes on DOGE

From figure 27, it can be seen that the comparison of accuracy given by SVM is 86.61%, and Naïve Bayes is 85.56%. Precision in the positive class given by SVM is 86.61%, and Naïve Bayes is 90.59%. The negative class precision given by SVM is 0%, and Naïve Bayes is 45.28%. The positive class recall given by SVM is 100%, Naïve Bayes is 93%, the negative class recall on SVM is 0%, and Naïve Bayes is 37.5%. In the Confusion Matrix calculation above, it can be seen that SVM excels 2 in the calculation of accuracy and positive class recall, and Naïve Bayes excels 3 in the calculation of positive class precision, negative class precision, and negative class recall.

Figure 28. Comparison Chart with SVM and Naive Bayes on Ripple

From figure 28, it can be seen that the comparison of accuracy given by SVM is 72.85%, and Naïve Bayes is 77.94%. Precision in the positive class given by SVM is 72.85%, and Naïve Bayes is 82.15%. The negative class precision given by SVM is 0%, Naïve Bayes is 89.07%, and Naïve Bayes is 61.11%. SVM's positive class recall is 100%, Naïve Bayes is 89.07%, negative class recalls on SVM is 0%, and Naïve Bayes is 48.08%. In the Confusion Matrix calculation above, it can be seen that SVM excels 1 in the calculation of positive class recall, and Naïve Bayes excels 4 in the calculation of accuracy, positive class precision, negative class precision, and negative class recall.
Overall, it can be seen that of the 25 Confusion Matrix calculations, the Support Vector Machine algorithm only excels in 6 calculations, and the Naïve Bayes algorithm excels in 19 calculations. It can be concluded that the Naïve Bayes algorithm has a better performance in this study.

V. CONCLUSION

The conclusions obtained from this research are:

1. Sentiment analysis is carried out using the RapidMiner application to perform text mining, data management, data assessment/labeling, and create a model to perform sentiment analysis using the Support Vector Machine and Naïve Bayes algorithms. The two algorithms can be used to classify positive and negative sentiments towards Twitter users' tweets against cryptocurrencies.


3. Based on the results obtained from label income, the cryptocurrencies that have the most positive sentiment if sorted are Binance Coin, DOGE, Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Ripple.
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